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For this paper, y â�� is greater than z â�� if v â�� is greater than u
â��. It would seem, according to this definition, that a = b, because a

â�� b v, and b â�� a v. (Since a â�� b v, and b â�� a v are both
negative, u â�� v is positive. In this case, a â�� b v is negative, and b
â�� a v is positive. Therefore, a â�� b v is less than or equal to zero.)
This definition is more commonly known by the phrase â��being less
than or equal to zero,â�� which means â��being less than or equal
to zero,â�� and is commonly abbreviated. PRACTICE QUESTION (10

points) A bookkeeper reports his bank balances as $80,000, $50,000,
and $60,000 respectively. Express each balance in the dollars/cents
system. Write the report in negative dollars/cents. 20. What is the
common meaning of the words â��less than or equal toâ�� in this
context? (a) Are the dollar amounts all less than or equal to each

other? (b) Are the dollar amounts all less than the positive number
$80,000? (c) Are the dollar amounts all greater than or equal to the
negative number $-80,000? ANSWERS â�� 20 (a) Since $80,000 is

greater than $50,000, and $50,000 is less than or equal to $60,000,
we can see that $80,000 is greater than $60,000. The dollar amounts

are all less than or equal to each other. (b) No, the dollar amounts
are all less than the positive number $80,000. (c) No, the dollar

amounts are all greater than the negative number $-80,000.
QUESTION 21. Which of the following may be deduced from the

information given? (Not more than one correct answer 6d1f23a050
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